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REWER'S ACCIDENT

By James P. Allen

Among the many valuable contributions that Professor Griffiths has made to our knowledge of ancient Egypt, several attest to his interest in early religion and the development of the concept of final judgement. This small study is offered both in tribute to his scholarship and in the hope that he may find interesting its import for both these aspects of Egyptian religion.

The short, eleven-line inscription of the priest Re wer (Cairo JE 66682) is one of the more unusual biographical texts of the Old Kingdom. It comes from Re wer's tomb in the 'central field' of the Giza necropolis, south-east of Khafre's causeway, excavated and published by Selim Hassan. The tomb can be dated to the first half of the Fifth Dynasty. Re wer himself is attested in the reign of Neferirkare and possibly also Sa hurer. His functional titles include several of priestly rank (sm, hri hBT, hri sSh pr dwt) and others associating him with the royal wardrobe (hsp ch, hsp shdwt, hri nfr-hit, ir shn) — the latter often specific responsibilities of the sm-priest in the Old Kingdom.

Despite his tomb and a dozen or so statues, Re wer is remembered especially for the inscription mentioned above. It is a fragmentary stela with one horizontal line and ten vertical columns, discovered in the principal serdab of the tomb. The text mentions an incident in which Re wer was touched by the king's staff during a ceremony. The king immediately proclaims his desire that Re wer 'be very sound' and orders that the incident be recorded on a stela for Re wer's tomb.

For the most part, this incident and its outcome have been seen as indicative of the divine personae of the Pharaoh in the Old Kingdom — so far removed from the royal sphere that even accidental contact with the divine power inherent in a royal object could prove injurious to mere mortals. Only the intervention of the king himself saves Re wer from harm: as John Wilson put it, 'the blight of majesty was so terrible that it had to be exorcised by royal words'. Henri Frankfort took a more modified view of the inscription as royal 'indemnification' of Re wer for the accident. And Wilson himself suggested that 'Possibly we overvalue this text, as ... the king's assurances may be rather an apology than the exorcising of a royal blight'.

The purpose of this short paper is to review Re wer's inscription, in the light of these questions about its significance, to see if further light can be shed on the incident itself and its meaning for Re wer. The text (see fig. 1), in transcription and translation, is as follows:

\[\text{transcription} \]
\[\text{translation} \]
nsfhit Nfr-ir-kr-re h wr n szp hti(t) dpt-nfr
sk sm Re-wr tp rvd\i hm.f m s.ch.f n sm r hr c
hsf imn wn m r hm.f r rd n sm Re-wr
dd hm.f r.f weak ti hwr hm.f
sk dd.n hm.f mry n hm.(l) weak f wrt
ny sq n.f
The King of Upper and Lower Egypt Neferirkare was apparent as King of Lower Egypt on the day of taking the prow-rope of the god’s boat.

While the sm-priest Rešewer was at His Incarnation’s feet, in his office of sm-priest and keeper of accoutrements, a royal staff, which was in His Incarnation’s hand, made a barrier to the foot of the sm-priest Rešewer.

His Incarnation addressed him: ‘Be sound!’—so voiced His Incarnation—once His Incarnation had said ‘What is desirable for My Incarnation is that he be very sound, without a blow for him’, because he was more precious to His Incarnation than any man.

His Incarnation ordered it to be put in writing on his tomb that is in the necropolis.

His Incarnation caused a document to be made of it, written beside the king himself, at the stoneworks of Pharaoh, in order to be written in his tomb that is in the necropolis in accordance with what is said.
The first line of Rēwer’s inscription sets the scene of the incident that follows. This is reflected epigraphically in its position as a horizontal line over the ten vertical columns of inscription that describe the incident itself. Grammatically, in its subject-stative construction, it describes a situation rather than an action— one of the better illustrations of Wente’s observation that ‘An initial clause of a narrative sequence containing an Old Perfective of an intransitive or passive-transitive verb may well have been considered by the Egyptian as expressing an achieved situation from which the rest of the narrative continues dynamically.’
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The nature of the ceremony itself is not immediately evident from Rēwer’s description. ‘Taking the prow-rope’ is an action associated elsewhere with the bark of the sun in funerary texts. An Old Kingdom (Dynasty III?) relief found at Ehnasya shows an unidentified king with a flail and white crown in the act of [ṣzp] hšt dpt-ntr ‘taking the prow-rope of the god’s boat.’ The fragmentary reliefs of Niuserre contain two further references to what may be the same ritual: in one (see fig. 2), the king in festival robe, with flail and staff, is preceded by a sm-priest (tp rdwi.f at his feet) and followed by a boat; in the other, the ṛhw-nswt (?) hold a rope under the remains of what may be the same caption. The latter act appears again in Kheruef’s reliefs of the Sed-festival rites of Amenhotpe III, which were conducted ‘in likeness to writings of old’. There the celebrants, including ṛhw-nswt, ‘take the tow-ropes of the night-bark and the prow-rope of the day-bark, and pull the barks’, while the king himself is directed to ‘take the prow-rope of the night-bark and the tow-line of the day-bark: row the gods of the Sed-festival’. The king’s participation is echoed once more in the el-Kab tomb of Setau, first priest of Nekhbet under Ramesses III. This contains a partially preserved account of the king’s commission to vizier Ta to bring what was probably the portable shrine of Nekhbet from El-Kab for the performance of its rituals in the Sed-festival enclosures:
The presence of a sm-priest is appropriate to both funerary and Sed-festival rites.\textsuperscript{19} Since it is unlikely that Neferirkarê\textsuperscript{20} celebrated a Sed-festival, Rê\-wêr\-er's inscription may reflect either a funerary ceremony (for Sahurê\textsuperscript{21}?) or, more likely, part of the coronation rites of Neferirkarê\textsuperscript{22}. In any case, it is evident that the occasion was a solemn one of some religious significance.

The inscription's opening line is followed by a sk-clause linking Rê\-wêr\-er's attendance\textsuperscript{23} on the king, in his office of sm-priest and keeper of the royal ceremonial paraphernalia,\textsuperscript{24} either with the action that follows (as translated here) or perhaps with the situation described in line 1.\textsuperscript{25} The incident itself is described with the verbal phrase hsf r rd. Though usually translated 'touch' or 'strike' in this passage, hsf basically means 'bar'.\textsuperscript{26} Constrained with r, it means to 'bar' someone from a place or action:\textsuperscript{27} in the Eloquent Peasant, officials are said to be ir.n.tw r hsf r iyt, 'appointed to be a barrier against wrongdoing' (Peas. BI. 296), and Spell 30b of the Book of the Dead is designed n im rdt hsf l b n NN r f m hrt-ntr, 'for not letting the heart of NN be a barrier against him in the necropolis'. In Rê\-wêr\-er's inscription, the staff that the king was holding\textsuperscript{28} 'made a barrier against the foot' of Rê\-wêr\-er. In other words, Rê\-wêr\-er was not merely 'touched' by the royal staff; more likely he tripped over it.

This incident must have disrupted the solemn proceedings. Perhaps Rê\-wêr\-er stumbled against the king, or fell and scattered the royal accoutrements he was presumably carrying. The king's reaction is detailed in the complex sentence in cols. 4–7 of the inscription, which records two of his utterances. The first (in the sentence) is the single word wdi.tl addressed to Rê\-wêr\-er.\textsuperscript{29} This probably expresses a wish for Rê\-wêr\-er's well-being, as it is usually translated.\textsuperscript{30} It is followed by a sk sdn.n.f clause containing another direct quotation of the king.\textsuperscript{31} In the three other Old Kingdom examples of this construction known to me, sk sdn.n.f conveys a (restrictive) circumstance to a preceding clause:

\begin{verbatim}
sk sw rh . . . ir is pry ht nb m r n hm.f
lpr hr rw
sk rd.n n.f ntr s(t) h m ht (Urk. I, 39, 12-15)

because he knew . . . that if anything would emerge from
the mouth of His Incarnation,
it would immediately be a reality
precisely because the god had given him, (already) in
the womb, perception of reality.

ir.n.(t) iz pn hr t h(n)qt rd.n.(t) n hmwt nht ir t iz pn
sk lgr rd.n.(t) n.sn db; r c t wrf

I made this tomb from bread and beer, which I gave to
every crew of craftsmen who made this tomb
even though I also gave them payment to a very great
degree.
\end{verbatim}
In Rēwēr’s inscription, the quotation introduced by sk dd.n hm.f therefore supplies the background to the king’s one-word address to Rēwēr, as both circumstance and rationale. The content of this previous utterance expresses the king’s desire 33 that Rēwēr not only ‘be very sound’ but also that he not be struck 34—presumably in retaliation for the incident. Having made his desire known in the matter, the king then assures Rēwēr ‘(You shall) be sound’. The final sk-clause of this complex sentence (sk sw špsḥ) supplies the reason for the king’s decision. As a whole, the sentence contains a simple declarative statement (‘His Incarnation addressed him’), which is predicated on a preceding action (‘once His Incarnation had said’) that, in turn, is predicated on a pre-existing situation: ‘because he (Rēwēr) was more precious to His Incarnation than any man.’

Having excused Rēwēr publicly for the incident, the king then grants him the special favour of having the decision drawn up in a precise legal document, put into writing in the king’s official presence ‘in order to be written . . . in accordance with what was said’, and then transferred to stone 35—apparently the stela that has survived to us. The fact that this final act was undertaken on behalf of Rēwēr both underscores the importance of the incident and, perhaps, offers a clue as to its significance.

In view of the translation suggested above, it seems unlikely that what happened to Rēwēr was a royal intervention to ‘exorcise’ his accidental contact with ‘the blight of majesty’. It is worth noting that throughout the description of the incident the king is referred to as ‘His/My Incarnation,’ using the term (hm) that denotes the Pharaoh as a human being. 36 Only in the description of the ceremony that opens Rēwēr’s account (line 1) and in reference to the official dictation of the decree (cols. 8–9) is the king referred to in terms of his divine office (nswt and bḥḥ.)

The crucial phrase ‘without a blow for him’ (col. 6) suggests that the king’s intervention was rather to prevent Rēwēr from being punished for disrupting the ceremony, ‘because he was more precious to His Incarnation than any man’ (cols. 6–7). The danger of punishment was therefore real, but it is not likely to have involved merely human retribution. The function of sm-priest, which Rēwēr was performing in the ceremony, was one of the more priestly offices. Apart from its intimate association with the King—through responsibility for the royal ceremonial wardrobe—it had originally been exercised by the king’s son, and remained the ritual equivalent of son and heir, particularly in funeral rites. 37 Retribution was more to be feared from another sphere—the divine.

This not only explains the king’s immediate intervention on Rēwēr’s behalf, as intermediary between man and the divine; it also accounts for the extraordinary care that was taken to preserve the king’s action in Rēwēr’s tomb. The stela recording the king’s official favour and intercession was deposited in Rēwēr’s tomb to ensure that divine retribution for his error would also be avoided in the afterlife. As such,
Rörwer's inscription is an early witness to the anticipation of final judgement—later reflected in the 'Negative Confession' of the Book of the Dead: ni ḫśf.i ntr m prw.f, 'I have not got in the way of the god in his procession'.
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